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Sub:-Conversion of "Farm I-louse" conneetioris.
Farm House connections were billed earlier under tariff code 4700.
4710,4711,4800,4810,481 land were transferred to the domestic category under tariff code
1800, 1810 and 1811 w.e.f. 10.08.2012. Further, all such connections were 100% required
to be checked by the field officers, for application of correct tariff', as per use of supply,
In view of commercial order No. 832 dated 03.05.2013 (JPR 5-700), if such "Farm
House" connections are exclusively used for agriculture purposes, it should be converted
and billed under the relevant agriculture tariff ( block supply or more than block supply),
w.e.f. 10.08.2012.
Accordingly, it is hereby clarified that if such connections are under the area of block
hours supply, consumer is required to be billed under the tariff code 4000 or 4010 or
4011, as the case may be. However, if such connections are under the urban areas having
more than block supply, such consumers are entitled to be billed under tariff code 9400 or
9410 or 9411, as the case may be. In case of rural areas having more than block supply,
such consumers are to be billed under tariff code 4400 or 4410 or 4411, as the case may
be. This is .just to identify the consumers under either of the areas (rural or urban), since
tariff applicable in both the areas of more than block supply is same.
It is further to clarify here that if such connections are exclusively used for
domestic purposes, there will be no change in prevailing tariff code and it will
continue to billed under tariff code 1800 or 1810 or 1811, as the case may be. In case it
is exclusively used for non-domestic purposes, it will be billed under non-domestic
tariff under relevant tariff code. In case of mixed type of use, procedure prescribed
under the aforesaid commercial order No. 832 dated 03.05.2013 (JPR 5-700) is to be
followed strictly, prior to conversion of billing under the agriculture category.
All the unit officers are therefore advised to ensure that each of the farm house
connection is checked and verified for confirmation of use of supply, prior to
providing of relevant input advice (MF-2A) to the billing agencies for transfer and
billing of farm house connections under relevant codes.
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